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Abstract 

Microbial genome sequences are rapidly accumulating, enabling large-scale studies of sequence variation. Existing studies primarily focus on 
coding regions to study amino acid substitution patterns in proteins. Ho w e v er, non-coding regulatory regions also play a distinct role in deter- 
mining ph y siologic responses. To in v estigate intergenic sequence v ariation on a large-scale, w e identified non-coding regulatory region alleles 
across 2350 Esc heric hia coli strains. This ‘alleleome’ consists of 117 781 unique alleles for 1169 reference regulatory regions (transcribing 1975 
genes) at single base-pair resolution. We find that 64% of nucleotide positions are in v ariant, and v ariant positions v ary in a median of just 0.6% 

of strains. Additionally, non-coding alleles are sufficient to recover E. coli phylogroups. We find that core promoter elements and transcription 
factor binding sites are significantly conserved, especially those located upstream of essential or highly-expressed genes. However, variability 
in conservation of transcription factor binding sites is significant both within and across regulons. Finally, we contrast mutations acquired during 
adaptiv e laboratory e v olution with wild-type v ariation, finding that the f ormer preferentially alter positions that the latter conserv es. Ov erall, this 
analysis elucidates the wealth of information found in E. coli non-coding sequence variation and expands pangenomic studies to non-coding 
regulatory regions at single-nucleotide resolution. 
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apidly falling costs have yielded an explosion in complete
enome sequences across organisms. Far from the first mi-
robial genome assemblies almost 30 years ago, this wealth
f sequence data necessitates genetic analyses that span thou-
ands of genomes simultaneously ( 1 ). Pathogen genomes are
articularly well-represented due to sequencing surveillance
fforts ( 2 ,3 ); understanding genotype-phenotype relationships
or these bacteria is critical. Pangenome analysis serves as a
ey tool towards this end by studying coding gene presence
nd absence across strains ( 4 ). Pangenome analyses have de-
ned core (conserved) and accessory (variable) genomes for
ajor microbial species ( 5 ) as well as identifying pangenome
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openness, or the continued discovery of unique genes as more
genomes are sequenced( 6 ). Advancements in understanding
antimicrobial resistance ( 7 ), virulence ( 8 ) and metabolism ( 9 )
have all been empowered by pangenomics. 

However, pangenome analysis has been primarily focused
on coding regions. While coding sequences make up the ma-
jority of a typical microbial genome ( 10 ), non-coding regu-
latory regions play an outsize role in manifesting phenotype
from genotype. In particular, promoters ( 11–13 ) and 5 

′ un-
translated regions (5 

′ UTRs) ( 14 ,15 ) play a key role in ex-
ecuting the central dogma by modulating transcription and
translation of operons. The core promoter features driving
RNA polymerase binding via sigma factor recognition—the
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−10 and −35 boxes—are well known( 16–19 ). In turn, tran-
scription start sites (TSS) have also been systematically iden-
tified ( 20 ) at base-pair resolution. Transcription factors (TFs)
influence transcription in response to environmental stimuli
via specific recognition of transcription factor binding sites
(TFBS) within promoters and 5 

′ UTRs ( 21–24 ). Transcrip-
tional attenuators also play an important role in regulating
expression of certain genes( 25 ). 

All of these sequence features are encoded differently from
genes. They are therefore primarily located in non-coding reg-
ulatory regions, rendering them invisible to pangenome analy-
ses focused solely on coding genes. Quantifying variation and
conservation within these regions would shed light on the evo-
lutionary pressures affecting control of expression. Because
of the fine-grained nature of these critical sequence features,
a base-pair resolution view of non-coding variation amongst
wild-type genomes is warranted. Coding sequence pangenome
analyses typically focus on presence / absence of homologous
gene clusters within each strain or organism studied. An exist-
ing pangenome tool ( 26 ) focused on intergenic regions iden-
tifies wholesale horizontal transfers but does not incorporate
base-pair level sequence information. To analyze intergenic se-
quence variation, a non-coding alleleome must be established,
where ‘alleleome’ refers to the aggregation of alleles for all
sequence-based features of interest across a species ( 27–29 ).
Such a construct would serve to more explicitly link pange-
nomics to the literature surrounding molecular evolution and
variation, which also focuses primarily on coding regions
( 30–35 ). 

We therefore built a non-coding alleleome for Esc heric hia
coli , focusing on promoter and 5 

′ UTR regions. We amassed
2350 fully-sequenced E. coli strains from across the phyloge-
netic tree, isolated from a variety of hosts. From the reference
strain K-12 MG1655, we extracted 1169 well-annotated non-
coding regulatory regions that regulate transcription of 1975
genes. We then identified and aligned alleles for these inter-
genic regions across the 2350 strains. The resulting alleleome
contains 117 781 unique alleles comprising over 400 000
base positions. Overall, we find the E. coli non-coding al-
leleome to be remarkably conserved. Furthermore, we: (i) clus-
ter strains based solely on non-coding alleles, recovering phy-
logroups; (ii) quantify variation and conservation within key
sequence features; (iii) identify essentiality and high expres-
sion as drivers of feature-specific conservation; (iv) character-
ize variation in conservation across transcription factor bind-
ing sites and (v) contrast adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE)
mutations with wild-type variants. Taken together, the E. coli
non-coding alleleome and analyses enabled by it represent an
important expansion of large-scale genome sequence analysis
to less-studied regions. 

Materials and methods 

Assembling complete E. coli genome sequences 

Complete E. coli genome sequences and metadata were down-
loaded from BV-BRC (formerly known as PATRIC) ( 36 ).
These genomes were subjected to the following quality con-
trol steps. Completeness and quality were verified by select-
ing genomes with ‘Contig L50’ of 1 (smallest number of con-
tigs whose length sum makes up half of genome size; i.e. one
contig should account for the majority of the genome) and
‘Contig N50’ > 4 Mb (sequence length of the shortest contig
at 50% of the total assembly length; i.e. the shortest contig 
should be at least 4 million bp, to capture minimum expected 

E. coli genome length). Furthermore, only genomes without 
ambiguous bases (i.e. only ACGT in sequence) were selected.
Finally, genomes were selected only if they had coding se- 
quences annotated (i.e. a GFF / FAA file was also downloaded).
Phylogroups / clades were assigned for each genome sequence 
using the ClermonTyping in silico tool ( 37 ). Genomes anno- 
tated as ‘Non Escherichia’ or ‘Unknown’ were excluded. Af- 
ter these filtering steps, 2350 complete genome sequences re- 
mained ( Supplemental Table 1 ). 

Generating coding sequence pangenome 

A coding sequence pangenome was generated as described 

previously ( 38 ). All FAA files for all amino acid sequences of 
all genes from all valid strains were combined into a single 
file and subjected to duplicate removal, yielding a listing of all 
918 781 non-redundant protein sequences. This file was then 

provided to the CD-HIT protein sequence clustering program 

(v.4.8.1( 39 )) with the following non-default options: ‘-n 5 -c 
0.8’. This processing yielded 80453 gene clusters. These clus- 
ters (and their constituent individual alleles) were then given 

unique identifiers and referenced back to the strain(s) from 

which they came. 

Identifying reference non-coding regulatory 

regions and features 

High-confidence transcription start sites (TSS) for the ref- 
erence strain Esc heric hia coli K-12 MG1655 (genome ac- 
cession number NC_000913.3, BV-BR C / PA TRIC genome ID 

511145.12) were accessed from RegulonDB ( 21 ). This re- 
source has been extensively manually curated and comes with 

additional annotation of non-coding and regulatory features 
for these high-confidence TSSs. 2228 TSS were annotated as 
transcribing at least one coding gene. Each TSS was mapped 

to the first gene it transcribes. Then, a sequence region start- 
ing from 200 bp upstream of the TSS through 50 bp down- 
stream of the first gene’s start codon was extracted for each 

of these TSS / first gene pairs. Thus, each reference non-coding 
regulatory contains (from upstream to downstream): the 200 

bp upstream of the TSS—the TSS itself (1 bp)—all bases from 

the first base downstream of TSS to the base immediately up- 
stream of the first transcribed gene’s start codon (the 5 

′ UTR; 
variable length)—the first 50 bp of the first transcribed gene 
(i.e. the first ∼7 codons, to aid in the next alignment step). At 
this stage, a separate region was extracted for alternate TSSs 
transcribing the same first gene, even if the regions partially 
overlapped. These nucleotide sequences were then written to 

a FASTA file. 

Searching for reference non-coding regulatory 

regions across all strains 

For each pangenome strain, coding genes that appeared in a 
cluster with a K-12 MG1655 gene were selected. Then, the 
largest distance from the reference strain gene start to a ref- 
erence strain TSS transcribing that gene was determined: call 
this distance reference_region_upstream_dist . A local search 

region in the pangenome strain was extracted as follows: 
(100 + reference_region_upstream_dist ) bp upstream from 

pangenome gene start to 100 bp downstream of pangenome 
gene start. Within each pangenome strain, all such search re- 
gions were combined into a single FASTA file and passed to 

https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae041#supplementary-data
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reate a BLAST search database with the BLAST+ ( 40 ) pro-
ram makeblastdb . Then, blastn was used to search for all
eference non-coding regulatory regions against this strain-
nd region-specific database. For each pangenome strain, only
LAST matches for a reference non-coding regulatory region

n the local search region upstream of the pangenome strain
ene corresponding to the appropriate reference strain gene
ere kept. If multiple alignments were found within the cor-

ect local search region, the alignment with the lowest E -value
as selected. For each match, the corresponding nucleotide se-
uence of the non-coding regulatory region allele from each
train was extracted from the strain’s genome. Finally, all se-
uence matches for a given reference non-coding regulatory
egion were grouped together. 

uilding the non-coding alleleome 

or each set of non-coding sequences corresponding to a par-
icular reference non-coding regulatory region (non-coding al-
eles), the nucleotide sequences were aligned using multiple
equence alignment tool MUSCLE ( 41 ) with all default argu-
ents. Aligned sequences with greater than 20% gaps were
ltered out. Then, only non-coding regulatory regions with
n allele found in at least 75% of strains were kept; this step
emoved 13% (276 / 2074) of regions. This threshold ensured
hat the regions studied were actually well-represented within
he set of strains, as our goal was to investigate base-pair level
ariation within these well-represented regions as opposed to
resence / absence of less common regions between strains. At
his point, due to alternate TSS for the same transcription unit,
ome non-coding regulatory regions could be subsets of oth-
rs. Thus, for each set of alternate TSS, only the longest aligned
et was selected for further analysis as the other regions would
e subsets thereof. These steps led to the identification of 1169
nal regions that—with all of their alleles—comprise the E.
oli non-coding alleleome. These regions account for the tran-
cription of 1975 genes–1970 protein-coding genes and 5 non-
oding RNAs. 

nnotating alleleome base pairs with variant and 

eature information 

or each aligned base pair in the alleleome, variant percent-
ge was calculated as the percentage of strains that have the
on-dominant base at that position. Then, two E. coli ref-
rence strain regulatory element databases (Bitome( 10 ) and
egulonDB v11.1( 21 )) were used to annotate each base pair

n the alleleome for presence / absence of the following fea-
ures: gene, TSS, core recognition element, −10 box, −35
ox, −10 / −35 spacer region, ribosome binding site (Shine-
algarno sequence), transcription factor binding site, and

ranscriptional attenuator. Because of the MUSCLE multiple
equence alignment, each alleleome base pair could be mapped
o a reference strain base pair; then, any annotations corre-
ponding to that reference strain base pair could be mapped
o the aligned base pair(s) in the alleleome. All further analy-
es of these recognition elements were performed without any
ase-weighting based on the consensus motif (all bases con-
idered equally). Furthermore, each non-coding regulatory re-
ion was annotated as essential or non-essential, with essen-
ial defined as any of the TSS in the non-coding regulatory
egion transcribing at least one gene annotated as essential
n the Keio collection ( 42 ). Each non-coding regulatory re-
ion was also assigned a baseline expression level category of
low, medium or high, based on the median of median expres-
sion levels across all genes transcribed from the region, using
the PRECISE-1K definitions of the three categories ( 43 ). Fi-
nally, clusters of orthologous groups (COG) categories were
assigned to each non-coding regulatory region based on the
unique set of COGs assigned to genes transcribed from each
region (a non-coding regulatory region could be assigned mul-
tiple COGs). 

Clustering strains by non-coding alleles 

The linkage function from the SciPy( 44 ) hierarchical clus-
tering package was used on a pairwise distance ma-
trix between all 2350 strains, with non-default argument
method = ‘average’ . The pairwise distance was constructed by
taking the complement of a similarity matrix, where the sim-
ilarity between two strains was defined as the fraction of all
1169 non-coding regulatory regions for which the two strains
had exactly the same allele. Then, flat clusters were computed
using the Scipy fcluster function in ‘maxclust’ mode. The op-
timal ‘maxclust’ parameter was determined using a sensitivity
analysis considering values from 2 through 25 inclusive and
computing the mean silhouette score across all strains. This
analysis selected 14 as the optimal number of clusters. 

Assembling non-coding ALE mutations 

Mutations acquired during ALE experiments were down-
loaded from ALEdb( 45 ). This mutation data was cleaned as
described in a previous publication( 46 ). Unique mutations af-
fecting the reference E. coli strain (K-12 MG1655, reference
genome ID NC_000913.3) were selected. Additionally, only
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) mutations were con-
sidered for this study. Then, only mutations annotated as oc-
curring in non-coding regulatory regions were selected. These
filtration steps yielded 1174 unique non-coding ALE-derived
SNPs that could be mapped to reference strain positions.
These mutations stem from multiple distinct ALE projects that
are present in ALEdb. 

Results 

The E. coli non-coding alleleome captures variation 

across a broad range of strains and regulatory 

features 

In order to construct the E. coli non-coding alleleome, we
identified all nucleotide sequence variants (alleles) for each
of 1169 well-annotated non-coding regulatory regions (from
the reference strain K-12 MG1655) across 2350 complete-
genome, wild-type (WT) E. coli strains (Figure 1 A). We first
amassed 2350 completely-sequenced E. coli strains from BV-
BRC( 36 ). The strains represented 14 distinct phylogroups as
defined by ClermonTyping( 37 ). The majority belonged to E.
coli sensu stricto groups, while 109 strains come from more
distantly related clades or the fergusonii and albertii groups
(Figure 1 B). The majority of strains with known hosts (67%)
were isolated from humans, although other common domestic
animals also provided strains (Figure 1 C). Bodily excretions
were the most common known sources of human-isolated
strains. 

These key non-coding regulatory regions capture 35.7% of
the total non-coding positions in the reference strain and con-
trol the transcription of 1975 genes (Figure 1 D). Importantly,
these regions included majorities of key non-coding features,
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Figure 1. Constructing the E. coli non-coding alleleome. ( A ) Schematic representation of E. coli non-coding alleleome construction. 1169 non-coding 
promoter / 5 ′ UTR regions from reference strain E. coli K-12 MG1655 were mapped across 2350 pangenome strains using BLAST ( 40 ). The resulting 117 
781 alleles across all regions were aligned within each region using MUSCLE ( 41 ) to create the E. coli non-coding alleleome. ( B ) Strain counts for each of 
14 E. coli categories assigned by ClermonTyping ( 37 ). Note: phylogenetic tree is not to scale. ( C ) Breakdown of E. coli strains by host common name 
(N / A indicates no host information). Inset indicates bodily fluid / tissue of origin for strains isolated from human hosts. ( D ) Counts and percentages of 
non-coding features from model strain K-12 MG1655 included in the non-coding alleleome. TFBS = transcription factor binding site, TSS = transcription 
start site, Atten = transcriptional attenuator, RBS = ribosome binding site. ( E ) 2-D histogram comparing length of aligned non-coding regulatory regions 
( n = 1169) to number of distinct alleles found for that region across the alleleome. r = Spearman’s r . Note: the minimum possible allele length for a 
region is 250 bp; 50 bp downstream from gene start +200 bp upstream from TSS if TSS is at gene start (i.e. no 5 ′ UTR). ( F ) Histogram of variant 
percentages (i.e. percentage of non-dominant base pair) at each distinct aligned position in the E. coli alleleome. Blue histogram indicates variant % 

distribution for positions with non-zero variation. Red bar indicates the number of invariant base pairs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

including: 84% of TSS, 80% of core promoters, and 64% of
TFBS. We then searched for these reference non-coding regu-
latory regions across the full set of E. coli strains, extracting
homologous sequences from the expected local regions up-
stream of homologous genes in these other strains. Then, for
each set of sequences corresponding to a reference region, we
used multiple sequence alignment to determine the WT occur-
rence of every nucleotide (including indels) at every position. 

In total, we identified 117781 distinct alleles across all re-
gions and strains; these alleles comprise the E. coli non-coding
alleleome. The median length of an aligned non-coding reg-
ulatory region was 319 base pairs, and the median region
had 92 distinct alleles (Figure 1 E). Region length and number 
of alleles were weakly correlated (0.39, Spearman). The pro- 
moter and 5 

′ UTR of deoC—encoding pyrimidine catabolism 

enzyme deoxyribose-phosphate aldolase—contained notable 
variation, with 294 distinct alleles in the 896-bp region. The 
upstream region of eno (encoding glycolysis and degradosome 
enzyme enolase), despite being the longest region considered 

at 1171 bp, had just 184 unique alleles. Much of eno ’s up- 
stream region overlaps with the upstream pyrG gene (tran- 
scribed in the same direction from distinct promoters), which 

may influence conservation in this multi-purpose region. A 

Cra-regulated promoter has also been reported upstream of 
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no ( 47 ). RNA polymerase core subunit gene rpoB ’s region has
ust 32 distinct alleles despite a length of 442 bp, highlight-
ng a level of conservation commensurate with this gene’s es-
ential role. Ascorbate degradation gene ulaG and glyoxylate
ycle enzyme aceB featured particularly variable regulatory
egions given their relatively short lengths. Overall, we assem-
led 418 549 aligned base pairs; of these, 65% are completely
nvariant (Figure 1 F). The median variant percentage for vari-
nt positions was just 0.6%, highlighting an overall substan-
ial level of sequence conservation across the non-coding al-
eleome. However, specific base pairs are particularly variant.
he most variant base pair in the alleleome is found 222 base
airs upstream of the gadX gene start; an indel results in the
ominant ‘base’ being a gap found in 34.4% of genomes, with
 and G in 34.0% and 31.5% of cases, respectively. 

on-coding alleles recover phylogroups and 

ighlight outliers 

e next investigated the co-occurrence of non-coding alleles
cross strains. Hierarchical clustering of strains—with simi-
arity defined as the fraction of shared alleles across the 1169
egions under consideration—yields 14 clusters, matching the
umber of groupings from ClermonTyping (Figure 2 A). Over-
ll, strains within the same group tend to be assigned to the
ame cluster (Figure 2 B). Thus, as expected, non-coding alle-
es are more shared within strain groupings, and indeed are
ufficient to discriminate between them in most cases. Inter-
stingly, A, B1 and C—while most similar within their respec-
ive groups—are nonetheless similar enough with each other
o be grouped together in Cluster 2. One strain identified by
he phylogenetic method as ambiguous between phylogroup E
nd clade I clusters with all phylogroup E strains, again high-
ighting that non-coding alleles alone carry sufficient informa-
ion to determine phylogroups. 

Interestingly, clusters 4 and 5 contain single outlier strains
rom phylogroups B1 and A, respectively. A second B1 out-
ier strain appears in cluster 8 with most of the phylogroup
 strains. Closer examination of the median pairwise dis-

ances of these two strains with all other B1 strains confirms
hat these strains indeed do share much fewer alleles than a
ypical pair of B1 strains (Figure 2 C). We then further in-
pected B1 strain GF4-3 (the cluster 4 outlier) by identifying,
or each of the non-coding regulatory regions, whether this
train’s allele was completely unique within phylogroup B1
r shared with at least one other B1 strain. By analyzing the
lusters of orthologous groups (COG) distributions of genes
ranscribed from the regions within these unique and shared
roups, we identified the particular functional characteristics
hat contribute disproportionately to this strain’s distinctive-
ess (Figure 2 D). In particular, this strain has nearly four times
ore unique alleles related to secondary metabolite biosynthe-

is and nearly two times more related to energy metabolism.
hese unique characteristics may stem from this strain’s host,

he guineafowl (the only strain in this dataset isolated from
his African bird). 

ceB intergenic region provides a case study for 
nalysis of sequence variation within functional 
ites 

s a case study, we focused on a specific 331-bp non-coding
egulatory region—the 5 

′ UTR and promoter region upstream
of aceB (malate synthase A; a key enzyme in the glyoxylate
cycle). We selected this region due to its relatively large num-
ber of alleles despite its short length. This region was iden-
tified in 2340 of 2350 strains, with the most common allele
appearing in 20.2% (473 / 2340) of strains (Figure 3 A). While
some common alleles dominate, a variety of more niche alle-
les are also present. 90% of strains are accounted for by just
22% of the alleles; however, accounting for 99% of strains
requires 90% of alleles. This region contains one transcrip-
tion start site (TSS) with −10 and −35 elements, 11 TF bind-
ing sites of four distinct TFs, a transcriptional attenuator,
and the very end of the next upstream gene, metA (homoser-
ine O -succinyltransferase; catalyzes first step in methionine
biosynthesis) (Figure 3 B). Twenty significantly variant posi-
tions (those with variant base pairs present in at least 15% of
strains) are mostly found upstream of the core promoter re-
gion, with a particular concentration in a specific IclR binding
site. An additional 52% (173 / 331) of positions have minor
variants, and 42% (141 / 331) are invariant. 

Assessing variant presence in different genomic features
provided a more detailed view of variation in this region. For
example, while 33% of base pairs in this region are annotated
as being part of at least one TF binding site, only 28% of all
variant base pairs are found in TF binding sites (a factor of
0.15 fewer) (Figure 3 C). Conversely, positions with no anno-
tation accounted for 42% of the sequence but 49% of the vari-
ant base pairs. The core promoter elements—TSS, −10 and
−35 elements—are particularly lacking in variants relative to
their sequence exposures. No transcriptional terminators or
ribosome binding sites are annotated for this region. While
these observations hint at potential conservation patterns, one
example non-coding regulatory region is insufficient to quan-
tify systematic WT variation trends. 

Aggregating non-coding alleles across the genome 

reveals conservation in functionally important 
regions 

We repeated the aceB analysis across all 1169 non-coding reg-
ulatory regions and combined the results, revealing genome-
wide trends in conservation within the non-coding alleleome
(Figure 4 A; Supplemental Table 2 ). On median, the top 16%
most frequent alleles capture the sequence diversity of 90%
of genomes, while a median of 76% of alleles are required to
span 99% of genomes (Figure 4 B). However, these distribu-
tions are quite broad - indeed, some regions are highly con-
served, needing as few as 23% of alleles to cover 99% of
genomes (region upstream of ribosomal protein rpsM ). The
most common allele covers a median of 33% of genomes;
however, certain highly conserved regions—again including
the region upstream of ribosomal protein rpsM—are covered
almost entirely by a single dominant allele (Figure 4 C). On
the median, these regions are 65% invariant base pairs, 32%
minor and 2% major variants (Figure 4 D). There is notable
variability across regions: for example, 31% of base pairs
upstream of gluconeogenesis gene pck (encoding phospho-
enolpyruvate carboxykinase) have major variation. 

Most importantly, combining observations of variation
across non-coding regulatory regions allows for assessment of
conservation within annotated features ( Supplemental Table 
3 ). On median, non-coding base pairs without annotation
vary just 3% more than expected based on their sequence

https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae041#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae041#supplementary-data
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Figure 2. Non-coding allele clusters capture E. coli phylogroups. ( A ) Clustermap of 2350 E. coli strains, based on non-coding alleles. Heatmap displays a 
similarity matrix based on the fraction of shared alleles across 1169 distinct non-coding regulatory regions (i.e. a value of 1.0 indicates that strains have 
identical sequences at all 1169 non-coding regulatory regions. Upper colorbars indicate phylogroup / clade (determined separately using ClermonTyping 
( 37 ); see Materials and Methods) and cluster assignment based on hierarchical clustering of distance matrix (1 − similarity matrix). Legend colors 
correspond to colors from the top colorbar row. ( B ) Cluster versus phylogroup / clade assignment matrix. Rows are phylogroups / clades, columns are 
clusters; e.g. all 30 strains in phylogroup G are in cluster 6, and cluster 6 contains no other strains. Phylogroup / clade color scheme same as panel A. 
n = 2350 total strains. ( C ) Histogram of pairwise similarity (defined as fraction of shared alleles) within phylogroup B1. Overall median = median 
pairwise similarity across all strain comparisons (i.e. median of all entries in heatmap from panel A. Strains GF4-3 and SC457 are outlier B1 strains, 
found in clusters 4 and 8 respectively. ( D ) Relative enrichment of fractions of clusters of orthologous groups (COGs) for genes transcribed by promoter 
alleles found uniquely in strain GF4-3 (cluster 4) versus by promoter alleles shared with at least one other B1 strain. For each COG, value is: (fraction of 
unique allele-transcribed gene COGs) / (fraction of shared allele-transcribed gene COGs) − 1; i.e. a value of 0 indicates that the COG comprises an equal 
fraction of the unique and shared sets. For example, the ‘Defense mechanisms’ COG is about 1.6 × more represented in the unique set than the shared. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
coverage, indicating minimal deviation from the background
mutation rate. All non-coding features aside from attenua-
tors vary significantly less than unannotated regions (Mann–
Whitney U , FDR < 0.01). Ribosome binding sites and the core
promoter elements ( −10 and −35) are the most conserved se-
quences in non-coding regulatory regions. RBS, −10 elements,
and −35 elements are on median 58%, 57% and 46% less
variant than base pairs without functional annotation, respec-
tively (Figure 4 E). TF binding sites, the spacer between the
core promoter elements, and the TSS and core recognition
element (CRE) are all more conserved than unannotated re-
gions (20%, 14%, 15% respectively). Coding regions included
in this alleleome due to opposite strand overlap are just 6%
less variant than unannotated non-coding base pairs, and only
3% less variant than expected based on sequence coverage.
However, overlap with coding regions does significantly re- 
duce variation in TF binding sites, spacers, CREs and attenu- 
ators ( Supplemental Figure 1 A). This effect is minimal when 

considering non-coding features that straddle coding region 

boundaries, suggesting that variation within any given feature 
is selected relatively uniformly ( Supplemental Figure 1 B). 

Additionally, conservation in upstream non-coding regu- 
latory regions relates to the functions of their gene prod- 
ucts. Regions expressing genes in clusters of orthologous 
groups (COG) categories such as ‘Translation, ribosomal 
structure and biogenesis’ and ‘Replication, recombination and 

repair’ are amongst the most conserved ( Supplemental Figure 
2 ). Conversely, metabolic COGs appear to support more 

https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae041#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae041#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae041#supplementary-data
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Figure 3. Alleleome for a single intergenic region; a case study. Statistics for a single region from the non-coding alleleome, comprising the 5 ′ UTR and 
promoter region for aceB (malate synthase A). ( A ) Heatmap of phylogroups / clades versus common alleles for this region. Colorbar is scaled per row 

(phylogroup); e.g. hot pink in phylogroup row G, allele column 14 indicates all G strains (fraction 1.0) have this allele. Alleles are sorted left-to-right in 
decreasing order of fraction of strains with allele. Scatterplot abo v e heatmap indicates cumulative fraction of strains covered by corresponding number 
of alleles. Not found indicates fraction of each phylogroup / clade for which this region was not found at all (no allele). ( B ) Depiction of sequence features 
from reference strain (K-12 MG1655) in this 331-bp non-coding regulatory region (central track). Dom var (blue line): frequency of most common base; 
minor (gray dot): position and frequency of any < 15% variants; major (red cross and line to help locate in region); position and frequency of > 15% 

variants. ( C ) Breakdown of base pairs in this region based on presence in annotated promoter features. Blue bars indicate % of all 331 base pairs in the 
region that are annotated with each category. Red bars indicate % of 193 variant base pairs belonging to each category. Note that due to o v erlaps, 
percentages add up to larger than 100%. Blue and red numbers below the schematic indicate numbers of base pairs in each category. Red X in the bar 
plot indicates features with no presence in this region. Green bars indicate relative enrichment of variant base pairs in each category: (% variant bps in 
category / % all bps in category) / % all bps in category. For example, 109 / 331 (33%) of all bps are in a TF binding site, along with 54 / 193 (28%) of 
variant bps: (28% − 33%) / 33% = −0.15. 
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Figure 4. Summary statistics of sequence variation for all 1 169 non-coding regulatory regions’ alleles. ( A ) All summary statistics for each of 1169 
non-coding regulatory regions (represented by dashboards from Figure 3 ) were aggregated to investigate whole alleleome properties. ( B ) Violin plot 
showing distributions of allele percentages needed to cover 90 / 95 / 99% of genomes for a given non-coding regulatory region. ( C ) Histogram of % of 
strains co v ered b y the most common allele; e.g. the non-coding regulatory regions upstream of rpsM and y gfB are identical in o v er 95% of strains in 
which the region was found. ( D ) Box plot showing distributions of variant types across non-coding regulatory regions. ( E ) Distributions of sequence and 
variant base pair percentages across annotation categories (see Figure 3 C). # / % regions = number / percentage of regions that ha v e at least one base 
pair annotated with the indicated category (e.g. 649 / 1169 (56%) of non-coding regulatory regions ha v e at least one TF binding site). Asterisks indicate 
significant difference with purple (no annotation) regions (Mann–Whitney U test, FDR controlled at 0.01). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

non-coding variation, such as amino acid metabolism and
secondary metabolite biosynthesis. non-coding regulatory re-
gions transcribing at least one essential gene are significantly
more conserved than those that do not transcribe any essential
genes ( Supplemental Figure 3 A). These essential-transcribing
regions also have significantly more conserved transcription
factor binding sites and promoters ( Supplemental Figure 3 B).
The effect size is largest for the −10 and −35 elements of
the promoter, highlighting the expected significance of these
sigma factor binding regions. Similarly, non-coding regulatory
regions also differ significantly in conservation depending on
their baseline expression level ( Supplemental Figure 3 C). As
with essential-transcribing regions, this conservation is also
prevalent in the most critical promoter regions ( Supplemental 
Figure 3 D). Furthermore, non-coding regulatory regions have
significantly different conservation depending on their loca-
tions relative to DNA replication ( Supplemental Figure 4 ). In
particular, regions located in the terminus region (opposite the
origin of replication) are less conserved than regions on the
leading or lagging strands. This effect may relate to the en-
richment of highly-expressed, more conserved genes on the
leading strand ( 48 ). 
Transcription factor binding sites exhibit significant 
variation in conservation 

The non-coding alleleome enables a detailed investigation 

of conservation within transcription factor binding sites. We 
identified 22 major transcription factors that have at least 10 

binding sites and whose activity explains notable variation 

within the PRECISE-1K expression compendium. The median 

percentage of invariant base pairs within the binding sites of 
these TFs is not significantly correlated with the percentage 
of expression variation explained (Figure 5 A). Most of these 
transcription factors have binding sites with a wide range of 
conservation (Figure 5 B). Central carbon metabolism regula- 
tor Cra’s binding sites are the most conserved, with a median 

of 84% invariance. Nucleotide metabolism regulator PurR’s 
binding sites are consistently conserved; only one site falls 
< 70% conservation. A subset of these TFs are further identi- 
fiable as dual regulators, with at least 10 binding sites anno- 
tated for both activation and repression roles. Mostly, this dis- 
tinction does not result in a difference in binding site conser- 
vation (Figure 5 C). However, the TF and nucleoid-associated 

protein IHF has significantly more conserved repressor sites 
than activator. IHF is known to be able to bind to DNA in 

https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae041#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae041#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae041#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae041#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae041#supplementary-data
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Figure 5. Transcription factor binding sites exhibit a wide range of conservation. ( A ) Comparison of expression variance explained to median percentage 
of in v ariant base pairs within binding sites f or 22 major transcription f actors (min 10 binding sites). Explained v ariance % is computed based on 
percentage of expression variance in PRECISE-1K expression compendium( 43 ) explained by TF’s iModulon (a gene grouping capturing the independent 
effect of the regulator). ( B ) Distributions of in v ariant base pair % for binding sites of 22 major transcription factors. ( C ) Distributions of invariant base pair 
% for major regulators with dual regulatory effect (min 10 annotated binding sites for each mode of regulation; individual sites annotated as ‘dual’ 
remo v ed; effect data from RegulonDB( 21 )). ( D ) Example sequence logos for poorly conserved (top) and highly conserved (bottom) CRP binding sites. 
CRP motif from reference strain K-12 MG1655 (from RegulonDB) is shown in middle. Note: all base pairs in cyoA site have variants; some variants are 
too small to visualize. Note: position 1 in rpoH site has 7 / 2350 variants. 
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 non-specific manner and may even be redundant with AT-
ich upstream regions in some cases( 49 ). Example CRP bind-
ng sites highlight the range of conservations observed within
inding site sequences (Figure 5 D). A binding site upstream
f cyoA has no completely conserved base pairs, while a CRP
inding site regulating rpoH expression has only one position
ith any variation. Interestingly, the binding site upstream of

yoA exhibits particular variation across the alleleome in a
elatively high-information region of the reference strain CRP
otif, possibly indicating a functional impact of these variants
n CRP activity. 

LE mutations are more likely than natural variants
o impact functionally-relevant features 

n contrast with natural variants, adaptive laboratory evo-
ution (ALE) exerts selective pressure for cells to adapt to a
articular stress or growth mode. A set of ALE mutations
ffecting non-coding regulatory regions was acquired from
LEdb ( 45 ), an online resource cataloging such experiments

n E. coli . ALE’s preference for high-impact mutations be-
comes clear when comparing the rates of ALE mutations in
particular non-coding regulatory regions to wild-type variant
rates. For example, ALE mutations are 75% more likely to
occur in TF binding sites than these base pairs’ sequence ex-
posure would suggest (Figure 6 A). Core promoter elements
also exhibit this effect; −10 and −35 boxes are mutated 58%
and 35% more often than expected. Not only are ALE muta-
tions enriched in −10 boxes, but the mutations have a slight
tendency to reduce the GC content of these regions (Fig-
ure 6 B). The −10 box is typically the upstream location of
DNA strand unwinding for transcriptional bubble formation
upon RNA polymerase binding; thus, decreased GC content
is likely to increase transcription at these sites. Wild-type vari-
ants at −10 boxes do not tend to alter GC content on median
(Figure 6 C). 

Discussion 

Here, we present a non-coding alleleome for E. coli , pro-
viding a deep look at variation in critical transcriptional
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Figure 6. A daptiv e laboratory e v olution (ALE) mutations are o v er-represented in wild type-conserv ed non-coding regulatory regions. ( A ) Breakdo wn of 
percentages of all non-coding base pairs considered by annotation category. In upper panel, blue bars represent % of all base pairs annotated within 
each category; red bars represent % of all variant base pairs annotated within each category; green bars indicate percentage of all 1174 non-coding ALE 
mutations present in each category. ( B ) Effect of 20 ALE SNPs affecting −10 bo x es on GC content. ( C ) Effect of 1622 distinct wild-type −10 box variant 
alleles on GC content relative to consensus −10 box sequence for that region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and translational control regions. We assemble 2350 com-
plete genomes across the E. coli phylogenetic tree and iden-
tify alleles for 1169 reference non-coding regulatory regions
across this set of strains. We cluster strains based on their
non-coding alleles, finding these to be largely sufficient for
distinguishing phylogroups. Centrally, we find that 64% of
positions are completely conserved, and variation at the re-
maining positions is just a median of 0.6%. As hypothesized,
core promoter features and binding sites are more conserved
than non-functional positions. We also show that essential-
ity and high expression drive significant conservation, again
concentrated in functionally critical promoter features. The
alleleome also provides a rich understanding of conservation
across transcription factor binding sites, highlighting signifi-
cant variation both between and within different regulators’
binding sequences. Finally, we contrast wild-type variation
with mutations acquired during ALE, determining that ALE
mutations preferentially alter regions that natural variants

conserve. 
This analysis expands our understanding of natural se- 
quence variation beyond coding regions. While 5 

′ UTR and 

promoter regions constitute a minor fraction of the genome 
sequence, they encode the critical control functions that en- 
able E. coli to adapt its transcriptome in response to envi- 
ronmental signals. Our understanding of precisely how these 
sequences influence expression in vivo - as opposed to via syn- 
thetic promoter libraries - remains limited. This non-coding 
alleleome provides a new dimension with which the function 

of these regions may be further elucidated. For example, mod- 
els that aim to predict expression level directly from promoter 
sequence may benefit from understanding how conserved each 

base pair in the promoter region is; a similar approach is im- 
portant for the function of AlphaFold ( 50 ). 

The identification of two unique strains whose non-coding 
alleles do not cluster notably with any other phylogroups 
highlights a potential bias in complete E. coli genome se- 
quences currently available. The E. coli strain GF4-3, isolated 

from a guineafowl, harbors distinct non-coding alleles from 
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ny other strain observed in this study. E. coli sequence diver-
ity may be significantly more rich than we currently realize
ue to over-representation of strains isolated from a handful
f host organisms. 
E. coli ’s genome is largely dominated by coding genes; in

he reference strain K-12 MG1655, 87% of base pairs are part
f a coding gene ( 10 ). As a result, many positions within the
on-coding alleleome are technically also within coding re-
ions. This situation may arise due to promoter regions found
ithin operons, such that a promoter overlaps with the near-

st upstream gene; or strand differences, where a gene en-
oded on one strand is directly opposite a promoter region
n the other. Divergent promoters—where a relatively small
romoter region is shared between two genes transcribed in
pposite directions—are another overlap case. Indeed, these
ivergent promoters are a common regulatory motif across
acteria( 51 ) that enable control of divergent operons, includ-
ng for global regulators such as CRP ( 52 ). Our analysis in-
icates that, in general, coding positions vary at the expected
ate based on their sequence coverage, implying primacy of
oding functionality in these overlapping cases. However, fur-
her study is needed to determine whether the coding or non-
oding functions encoded in these regions are driving conser-
ation patterns. 

The non-coding alleleome’s quantification of variation in
ranscription factor binding sites provides an opportunity
or expansion of binding motif definition. Motifs aim to
ummarize the specific sequence required for binding of a
ranscription factor to DNA by combining the sequences of
xperimentally-determined binding sites and indicating the
robability of finding each base at each position. Motifs are
ypically generated by combining binding sites controlling dif-
erent transcription units within the same strain. Frequently,
eal observed binding site sequences differ significantly from
 canonical motif. Thus, alleleome variation within the same
inding site may provide an alternative information source
or assessment of binding site sequence importance by allow-
ng comparison of alternative sequences within a more simi-
ar sequence and functional context. Any time a new exper-
mental binding site is identified, alleleome variation within
he proposed site can be assessed to provide context for the
ikely strength or importance of the site. Furthermore, this al-
eleome may provide an opportunity to suggest novel tran-
cription factor binding sites. However, because we do also
bserve significant variation in conservation across binding
ites, this approach may only provide one piece of informa-
ion as part of a larger picture. 

Overall, this E. coli non-coding alleleome quantifies base
air-level variation and conservation at genome- and species-
cale. The data generated in this study provides a rich resource
or analyzing non-coding regulatory regions in any E. coli
enome. We believe that this type of analysis should be ex-
anded to other organisms to enable comparative non-coding
lleleomics. As sequence data continues to balloon, this study
rovides a blueprint for compiling, quantifying, and analyzing
on-coding variation, revealing patterns of conservation and
heir relationship to phenotypic outcomes. 

ata availability 

ll data and code for analysis and figures are
vailable on GitHub at https:// github.com/ SBRG/
oncoding _ alleleome and Zenodo ( https:// zenodo.org/ doi/
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